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ABSTRACT

We establish a simple model for the distribution of cool (�104 K) gas around L? galaxies using the properties of
strong Mg ii absorption line systems as observational constraints. Our analysis suggests that the halos of L? galaxies
are filled with cool gas clouds having sizes of order 1 kpc and densities of �10�2 cm�3. We then investigate the
physical conditions of a similar ensemble of clouds situated around a central quasar. We show that the flux from the
quasar gives rise to (1) extended narrow line emission on �100 kpc scales and (2) an anisotropy in the properties of
the absorbing gas arising from the geometry of the quasar radiation field. Provided that quasars reside in gaseous halos
more massive than those of L? galaxies, our predictions agree with the results from detections of both narrow emission
line nebulae and�100 kpc Mg iiYabsorbing halos around quasars, suggesting a common origin for these phenomena.
We discuss the implications of our results for understanding quasar absorption line systems, quasar environments at
high redshifts, and the quasar unification scheme.

Subject headinggs: atomic processes — galaxies: halos — quasars: absorption lines — quasars: emission lines
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1. INTRODUCTION

Observational data on quasar absorption lines indicate that gal-
axies with L? luminosities are surrounded by cool (�104 K) gas
condensations with radii of up to�100 h�1

70 kpc (Bergeron et al.
1987; Churchill et al. 2005; Zibetti et al. 2006).7 Similar distribu-
tions have recently been found around quasars (Bowen et al. 2006,
2007). In addition, bright quasars have also been found surrounded
by giant line-emitting nebulae observed in transitions such as
Ly� (e.g., Wampler et al. 1975; Heckman et al. 1991a, 1991b;
Christensen et al. 2006). In this paper we investigate whether the
two phenomena could originate from the same type of gas clouds
around galaxies, thereby connecting gas absorption and line emis-
sion in galaxy and quasar halos.

Quasar spectra have historically been an important source of
information about the large-scale matter distribution in the early
universe. Such information has been obtained by studying absorp-
tion lines induced by interveningmaterial between us and the qua-
sar. In the optical wavelength range, one of the easiest absorption
line species to detect is the Mg ii kk2796, 2803 doublet. It is the
first resonance transition of an abundant element with a large
oscillator strength to enter the optical range and has therefore been
the most commonly used tracer of cool gas. Several studies have
shown thatMg ii arises in gas spanningmore than 5 orders of mag-
nitude in neutral hydrogen column density, in the range NH i ’
1017Y1022 cm�2 (Bergeron&Stasinska 1986; Steidel & Sargent
1992; Churchill et al. 2000). Following the suggestion by Bahcall
& Spitzer (1969) that quasar absorption lines might arise in ga-

lactic halos, a direct association between Mg ii absorbers and
galaxies has been reported, either from searching for the galaxy re-
sponsible for an individualMg ii system (Bergeron 1986; Cristiani
1987; Bergeron &Boisse 1991; Steidel et al. 1997; Churchill et al.
2005) or by using statistical measurements involving thousands
of objects (Zibetti et al. 2005, 2006; Ménard et al. 2007).

While a connection between galaxies and Mg ii absorbers has
been established, the origin of the absorbing gas remains unclear.
Whether an absorption-line system traces gas being accreted by,
or outflowing from, a galaxy is still a matter of debate. Possible
origins for absorption-line systems in galaxy halos include con-
densations of cool clouds from hot and dilute halo gas via ther-
mal instability (e.g.,Mo&Miralda-Escude 1996;Maller&Bullock
2004), cool gas that is bound to dark matter subhalos embed-
ded within the main halo (e.g., Sternberg et al. 2002 and ref-
erences therein), and starburst-driven winds from galaxies (e.g.,
Oppenheimer & Davé 2006; Prochter et al. 2006). Additional
explanations include (warped) galaxy disks (Bowen et al. 1995;
Prochaska &Wolfe 1998), as well as low surface brightness com-
panion objects (York et al. 1986; Petitjean & Bergeron 1994).

Some galaxies contain active nuclei, and it is thought that all
quasars are harbored in galaxies. The properties of quasar hosts
are not well characterized, but bright quasars usually reside in
massive, star-forming galaxies ranging in luminosity from�1L?

to �30L? (Jahnke &Wisotzki 2003). Little is known about the
environments of quasars, although the brightest objects may
live in somewhat overdense environments (Serber et al. 2006).
Like galaxies, the immediate environment of quasars can also
be probed in absorption. Recently, we identified projected quasar-
quasar pairs in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) and detected
Mg iiYabsorbing gas around the foreground quasars out to sepa-
rations of 100 h�1

70 kpc (Bowen et al. 2006). Using a much larger
sample of quasar pairs, we have now found that the transverse gas
distribution around quasars, as traced by Mg ii absorption lines,
has a covering factor of order unity out to�100 h�1

70 kpc (Bowen
et al. 2007).

Gas that is associated more directly with the quasar itself is
also commonly observed (via resonance absorption lines such as
C iv kk1548, 1550) in lines of sight toward quasars and can be
identified by its proximity (within �103 km s�1) to the quasar
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redshift. Nevertheless, it is generally hard to establish whether
the gas in these ‘‘associated’’ absorption systems lies in the vicin-
ity of the black hole (on subparsec scales) orwhether it originates in
its host galaxy or its surrounding halo (for a review see Crenshaw
et al. 2003).

Deep imaging and spectroscopic observations of quasars reveal
that a significant fraction of them have surrounding emission-line
nebulosities extending out to�100 h�1

70 kpc. Such nebulosities
are often detected in Ly� emission (e.g., Heckman et al. 1991a,
1991b; Christensen et al. 2006) or the [O iii] k5007 line (Stockton
& MacKenty 1987; Fu & Stockton 2006), with recent surveys
suggesting that radio-loud quasars (RLQs)may have brighter Ly�
nebulosities (Christensen et al. 2006). Little is known about the
physical nature of these nebulae, and various scenarios pertain-
ing to both gas accretion onto the quasar and gas ejection from it
have been put forward as possible explanations (e.g., Heckman
et al. 1991a, 1991b; Haiman & Rees 2001).

Motivated by these recent findings, we investigate in this work
whether the emitting gas seen around quasars can arise from the
same gas clouds as those detected in absorption around galaxies
(and quasars). The paper is organized as follows: In x 2 we first
summarize some observational constraints on the properties of
cool gas around galaxies used to calibrate our model. A geomet-
rical model is then constructed and its physics is discussed. We
then (x 3) use this model to study the effects on the absorption
and emission properties of halo gas when exposed to a quasar ra-
diation field. In addition, we show that such a model can naturally
explain the distribution of cool gas around quasars and the exis-
tence of large-scale Ly�-emitting nebulae. We discuss the impli-
cations of our results for galaxy formation, baryon fraction in the
universe, and quasar physics in x 4. A summary follows in x 5.

2. THE DISTRIBUTION OF COOL GAS
AROUND L? GALAXIES

2.1. Observational Constraints from Mg ii Absorbers

Observational data on Mg ii absorption lines have provided a
number of constraints on the spatial distribution and characteris-
tics of the cool gas around galaxies. Here we list the most relevant
results that can be used to model the Mg ii distribution in the halo
of an L? galaxy:

1. Strong Mg ii systems (defined by the k2796 line having a
rest equivalentwidthW0 > 0:38) inhabit the halos of �L? galax-
ies. Steidel et al. (1997) found that Mg iiYselected galaxy lumi-
nosities lie in the range 0:3L?Y5L? with amean hLi ’ 0:8L?. Their
results also suggested a unit covering factor up to�50 h�1

70 kpc
and the absence of strongMg ii absorption on larger scales. More
recent studies by Zibetti et al. (2005, 2006) and Churchill et al.
(2005) indicate that strong Mg ii absorption can actually be de-
tected at distances beyond 100 h�1

70 kpc but that the covering fac-
tor falls off sharply in this range. Zibetti et al. (2006) found little
evolution in the properties of absorbing galaxies out to redshifts
z � 1.

2. High-resolution spectroscopy reveals that the strong Mg ii
systems usually break into several kinematically distinct, optically
thick components (e.g., Churchill &Vogt 2001).When resolved,
the Doppler widths of these components are consistent with gas
at a temperature of �104 K (e.g., Lanzetta & Bowen 1990). The
total rest equivalent width of a strongMg ii line (a value indepen-
dent of the spectral resolution at which it is observed) is roughly
proportional to the number of kinematically distinct components
that comprise the line. Petitjean & Bergeron (1990) found the re-
lation between total rest equivalent width and number of clouds

to beW0(Mg ii)’ 0:3Nc 8, and Churchill et al. (2003) reported
W0(Mg ii) ’ 0:07Nc 8, where Nc is the number of clouds along
the line of sight. If the individual clouds observed in these sys-
tems are relatively similar, then these results suggest that, even if
the rest equivalent width of Mg ii systems is mostly driven by a
velocity dispersion, it can be used as a proxy for the number of
clouds along the line of sight.
3. Constraints on the sizes of Mg ii absorbers have been ob-

tained by studying the spectra of strongly lensed quasars. Limits
on the size of individual absorbing clouds have been obtained by
comparing absorption features across different lines of sight. Sizes
of 0.1Y10 kpc have been found for the Mg iiYabsorbing clouds
(e.g., Rauch et al. 2002; Ellison et al. 2004), and perhaps some-
what larger sizes for systems detected by high-ionization lines such
as C iv. At present this is the only direct means for estimating the
size of cool gaseous clouds in galaxy halos (for an indirect method
relying on photoionization modeling see, e.g., Ding et al. 2003).
4. Finally, H i measurements show that strong Mg ii systems

with W0 � 0:5 8 arise in gas with H i column densities in the
range 1018Y1020 cm�2, while stronger systems with W0 � 2 8
haveNH i�1019Y1021 cm�2 (Rao et al. 2006). Results from21 cm
surveys at z ¼ 0 (Zwaan et al. 2005) indicate that the contribu-
tion of galaxy disks to the observed H i column density distribu-
tion can be substantial within �20 kpc for certain orientations
(see also Bowen et al. 1995; Prochaska &Wolfe 1997). However,
at larger radii, gas clouds in galactic halos are expected to domi-
nate the H i column density distribution. The lack of correlation
between Mg ii absorption properties and galaxy size or inclina-
tion further supports this assertion (Steidel et al. 2002; see also
Kacprzak et al. 2007).

2.2. Modeling the Spatial Distribution

We introduce a simple phenomenological model aimed at re-
producing the main aspects of the observational constraints listed
above: the spatial extent of the gas, the cross section for strong
Mg ii absorption, and the distribution of hydrogen column den-
sities around �L? galaxies inferred from the Mg ii statistics. We
emphasize that we do not attempt to constrain the physical origin
of the gas, i.e., whether it is bound to satellite dark matter halos,
is infalling, or is being ejected out of the galaxy via winds. We
consider a case in which the total mass density (baryonic and dark
matter) for such a system is described by an isothermal profile:

�(r)¼ �2

2�Gr 2
; r � rv ¼

�ffiffiffiffiffi
50

p
H0

; ð1Þ

where � is the velocity dispersion, rv is the virial radius, and � is
the density. The mass within a given radius r is then given by

M (<r)¼ 2�2r

G
; ð2Þ

and by definition, the density enclosed within the virial radius is
200 times the critical density. According to Fukugita & Peebles
(2006), the velocity dispersion of late-type galaxy halos is
’140 km s�1, which corresponds to a virial mass M? ’ 2:5 ;
1012 M� within rv ¼ 282 kpc at z ¼ 0 (there is little evolution in
the physical properties of halos for z < 1; Diemand et al. 2007).
For simplicity we assume that the density of cool gas around

L? galaxies varies with radius as

�cool(r)/ r�2: ð3Þ

Such a density profile arises naturally in a wide range of models
for the origin of the absorbing gas. In particular, it characterizes
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gas that follows the dark matter distribution in isothermal halos.
It is also a property of mass-conserving outflowing winds or in-
falling gas (in spherical geometry) that holds over a range of radii
where the velocity is roughly constant. As seen below, deviations
from this power law do not significantly affect our conclusions.

The multiple components observed in high-resolution spectra
indicate that the gas does not follow an overall smooth distribu-
tion but is distributed in discrete systems. To reproduce this prop-
erty, we consider the cool gas to be in the form of clouds that are
distributed within the halo following a Poisson distribution with
a mean number density, ncloud, that follows �cool(r). The number
of clouds intercepted along a physical path dl along a line of sight
through the gaseous halo of a galaxy is

dNcloud ¼ ncloud rð Þ�R2
cloud dl; ð4Þ

where �R2 is the cloud cross section for inducing Mg ii absorp-
tion, r is a vector from the halo center, and dl is measured along
the line of sight. By integrating over the density profile of the gas,
we find the number of clouds along a given line of sight at some
impact parameter, b, to be

Ncloud bð Þ ¼ �

2
�

rv

b

� �
ncloud bð Þ�R2b; ð5Þ

where �(rv /b) ¼ (2/�)
R rv=b

1
d� ��1/(� 2 � 1)1

=2.
Asmentioned above, the overall rest equivalent width of strong

Mg ii systems is roughly proportional to the number of sub-
components. We can therefore use this empirical relation and ap-
proximate the rest equivalent width of the Mg ii k2796 line by

W0 ’ NcloudWc; ð6Þ

with Wc ¼ 0:2 8. Here we have used the mean of the propor-
tionality factors reported by Petitjean & Bergeron (1990) and
Churchill et al. (2003).

The final constraint needed for our model is the normalization
of the overall amplitude. Steidel (1993) has shown that Mg ii ab-
sorption withW0k 0:58 is found within�50 kpc of L? galaxies
with a unit covering factor. This imposes a constraint on our

model: hW0(r ¼ 50 kpc)i’ 0:58. Equation (6) implies that, on
average, about twoMg ii clouds are intercepted along any line of
sight at an impact parameter of 50 kpc. More recent results by
Zibetti et al. (2005) and Churchill et al. (2005) have shown that,
in fact, absorption can be found out to impact parameters of more
than 100 kpc, although the covering factor is less than unity at
those distances. In our model, once the function W0(r) has been
normalized at 50 kpc, the cloud distribution of Mg ii systems auto-
matically reproduces the drop in the covering factor for absorption
and allows absorbing clouds to be found at impact parameters
>100 kpc. The scatter in W0(b) / Ncloud(b) is largely due to the
relatively small number of clouds. Specifically, the standard de-
viation is given by f1þ ½Ncloud(b)þ 0:75�1=2gWc (Gehrels 1986)
and is therefore considerable (�W0 /W0P1). Interestingly, a large
scatter is also seen in the data, yet its magnitude is poorly con-
strained due to small number statistics per galaxy luminosity bin
(Steidel 1993).

Given the properties of Mg ii systems described above, the re-
sulting cloud distribution is shown in Figure 1. The left panel
shows the distribution of intercepted clouds of cool gas as a func-
tion of impact parameter, as well as the expected scatter. The right
panel presents, for different absorption-line sensitivities, the cov-
ering factor for absorption around L? galaxies. The observational
constraints we are using are likely to be valid only at radii greater
than �20 kpc, denoted in Figure 1 by a white dashed circle. At
radii smaller than 20 kpc, the disks of late-type galaxies will con-
tribute significantly to the Mg ii absorption. In this paper we are
only interested in the distribution of gas in the halo and will hence
focus only on the absorption at these larger radii.

2.3. Properties of Mg ii Clouds

We now investigate the possible range of physical conditions
that allow the existence of Mg ii clouds around a galaxy. Given
the low gas temperatures associated with individual Mg ii absorp-
tion components, we neglect effects from collisional heating by
shocks, conduction, and cosmic-ray heating (e.g., Bergeron &
Stasinska 1986; Charlton et al. 2000) and only consider the ef-
fects of photoionization. For clouds in a galactic halo, most of the
ionizing flux originates from the metagalactic field (Haardt &

Fig. 1.—Left: Number count distribution of interceptedMg ii clouds along different lines of sight through a halo of an L? galaxy (see text). As expected, the number of
intercepted clouds increases with decreasing impact parameter. Clouds are also distributed out to the virial radius although the probability of intercepting one of them at
these large radii is small.Right: Covering factor for strongMg ii absorption around galaxies. The different solid lines correspond tomodel predictions of the covering factor
for differentW0 limits (denoted to the right of each curve) around an L? galaxy. As shown, the covering factor for strong,W0 > 0:58 absorption is below 50% for impact
parameters greater than 50 kpc. Conversely, weak absorption with W0 < 0:3 8 is common for impact parameters greater than 70 kpc. The dashed lines are model pre-
dictions for galaxy halo models with cool gas mass 0.25 and 4 times that of an L? galaxy and for W0 > 0:5 8.
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Madau 1996) and the central galaxy. Contributions to the mean
ionizing photon flux from satellite galaxies and other diffuse sources
can be neglected. The background UV/X-ray ionizing radiation
is due to quasars and stars. Characterizing this spectrum requires
knowledge of the star formation rate and quasar activation history,
as well as the opacity of intervening material. In this work we use
the Haardt & Madau (1996, 2001) calculations and consider the
background radiation at z � 1. The spectrum, integrated over
4� sr, is shown in Figure 2 with a dashed line.

In addition to diffuse background radiation, there is also the
ionizing radiation from the central galaxy. We model the galaxy
spectrum using the Bruzual & Charlot (1993) models and the
Chabrier (2003) initial mass function. We assume gray opacity
beyond the Lyman edge so that 5% of the ionizing continuum
escapes to the halo (e.g., Bland-Hawthorn & Maloney 2001). A
population of X-ray binaries is also included (Norman et al. 2004)
using the infrared to X-ray scaling of Ranalli et al. (2003). The
galaxy ionizing radiation is shown in Figure 2.

To model the photoionization and thermal equilibrium of the
cool gas clouds in the halo, we use the Cloudy c06.02a photoioni-
zation code (Ferland et al. 1998) with the Badnell dielectronic
recombination coefficients (Badnell 2006). We simplify the cal-
culations by assuming a slab geometry with one surface of the
cloud exposed to half of the total ionizing flux. Photoionization
calculations are carried out to the center of the cloud, and sym-
metry is assumedwhen calculating the total column density of ions
(for amore realistic treatment of the problem seeGnat&Sternberg
2004). We assume the gas to have 1/10 the solar metallicity
(Turnshek et al. 2005; York et al. 2006).

We investigated several possible scenarios for the structure of
the clouds, whereby they had (a) constant density; this is perhaps
the simplest model yet has been the main route by which a wide
range of astrophysical phenomena are modeled; (b) constant ra-
diation and gas pressure; this may be relevant to clouds in pres-
sure equilibrium with their surroundings (e.g., with the intercloud
medium); and (c) constant temperature; this could be envisioned
as gas that is collisionally heated to the virial temperature of dark
matter minihalos. Given the parameter space of interest, our mean
cloud is not very optically thick above the Lyman edge and so the
differentmodels do not give appreciably different results. For sim-

plicity, we discuss only the results obtained for a constant density
medium.
We have calculated the column density of Mg ii and H i as a

function of total (ionized plus neutral) hydrogen column density
and the number density of particles. The results are shown in
Figure 3.
We have repeated the calculations after including the effect of

the ionizing radiation field of the galaxy and found it to be dom-
inant within the central�40 kpc (see x 2.4 for the effect of cloud
shielding). The gas considered here, having a low ionization level,
is sensitive to the ionizing flux just above the Lyman edge. To first
order, gas that is exposed to the galaxy ionizing flux (in addition
to the UV background ionizing radiation flux, fUV), fg, would
attain a similar ionization structure to that shown in Figure 3 pro-
vided that its density is greater by a factor 1þ fg /fUV. Similarly,
at higher redshifts, where theUV background radiation is stronger,
the density of a cloud with a similar ionization level to that shown
in Figure 3 would be higher by the UV flux ratio of the epochs.
Constraining the parameter range relevant to strong Mg ii ab-

sorbers is not straightforward since strong Mg ii lines are usually
saturated and additional observational constraints are needed to
estimate their typical density and column density. A useful con-
straint is the size of the clouds derived from strong-lensing stud-
ies. As noted above, such studies indicate that the size of Mg ii

absorbers is�1 kpc. This constraint substantially reduces the rel-
evant parameter space in Figure 3. A second constraint comes
from the H i column density measurements for strong Mg ii ab-
sorbers (Rao et al. 2006; see Fig. 4). Using the rest equivalent
width as a proxy for the column density along the line of sight
(see eq. [6]), we see from Figure 4 that a typical cloud, giving rise
toW0 ¼ Wc � 0:2 8, has an H i column density of�1018 cm�2,
implying a density of about 2 ; 10�2 cm�3. Such values are
consistent with previous estimates for the density of cool gas in
galaxy halos (for the case of high-velocity clouds in the Galaxy
see, e.g., Sternberg et al. 2002).
The scatter in theNH i versusW0 relation presented in Figure 4

is significantly larger than that of the simplified model presented
in the previous section. Several effects not included in our model
could contribute to this scatter: a distribution of galaxy masses,
types, star formation histories, etc., all of which are beyond the

Fig. 2.—Various components of the ionizing radiation field considered in this
work. The quasar SED (solid line), the galaxy ionizing radiation field (dot-dashed
line), and the UV/X-ray background radiation field (dashed line) are shown. The
relative normalizations of the different components were scaled to the values that
would be measured at a distance of 50 kpc from the center of a galaxy (see text).

Fig. 3.—Contour plot of the Mg ii k2796 optical depth ( filled contours) and
the H i column density (line contours), both in logarithmic units, as a function
of the cloud particle number density and total hydrogen column density. Only the
UV/X-ray ionizing background radiation is assumed. Lines corresponding to
several cloud sizes are also drawn (see text). [See the electronic edition of the
Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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scope of this paper. In the absence of a clear physical motivation,
we attempt to take this effect into account by introducing a dis-
tribution of cloud sizes. Here clouds have similar densities and
so have similar pressures, allowing them to be in pressure equi-
librium with their environment. (We find the alternative scenario
in which all clouds have the same size but different densities less
likely since the implied pressures would be very different and evap-
oration times could be embarrassingly short compared to the
Hubble time; see the Appendix.) To this end we assume that the
size of individual Mg ii clouds is drawn from an intrinsic distri-
bution �(Rcloud) so that the observed distribution (taking into ac-
count cloud cross section effects on the detectability rates) is
�obs(Rcloud) / �(Rcloud)R

2
cloud. A simple power-law distribution

gives a reasonably good description of the data,

� Rcloudð Þ / R
�
cloud; Rmin

cloud < Rcloud < Rmax
cloud; ð7Þ

which implies a mass distribution,

� Mcloudð Þ / M
��2ð Þ=3

cloud ; M min
cloud < Mcloud < M max

cloud; ð8Þ

where Mcloud is the mass of a single cloud. This distribution is
defined for someminimumandmaximumcloud size.We generate
a population of clouds in the following way: in each rest equiv-
alent width bin we randomly picked the sizes of Ncloud clouds
drawn from � and calculated their ionization structure and H i col-
umn densities. The total H i column of all cloudswas then summed
taking into account the scatter caused by intercepting a spherical
cloud at various positions. This procedure resulted in one simu-
lated point in Figure 4, which was then repeated over the entire
rest equivalent width range spanned by the data. As we are only
interested in modeling gas clouds in the halo of a galaxy, we did
not model H i column densities >1020 cm�2, which likely arise in
a galactic disk (Zwaan et al. 2005).We note that our estimates for

the total mass of cool gas in the halos of galaxies will change by
a factor of order unity by including the upper end of the column
density distribution in our model. Given our density estimates
from photoionization calculations and the constraints on the mean
size of clouds, then a good fit for the Rao et al. (2006) data set is
obtained for Rmin

cloud ¼ 0:3 kpc, Rmax
cloud ¼ 1:5 kpc, and � ¼ �2:5

(corresponding to � ¼�0:5 for the observed distribution). Our
approach allows us to reproduce the main observational trends
summarized in Figure 4.

The gas temperature in our model is �104 K and so the gas
pressure is P/kB � 200 cm�3 K (similar to the value used by, e.g.,
Mo & Miralda-Escude [1996] and Gnat & Sternberg [2004] but
somewhat lower than that implied by Fukugita&Peebles [2006]).
The implied cloud mass distribution is �(Mcloud) / M�1:5

cloud
, with

M min
cloud ¼ 6 ; 104 M� andM max

cloud ¼ 7 ; 106 M�. Clouds are Jeans
stable provided that the total mass (dark and baryonic matter) is
<108 M�. The clouds are also relatively stable with respect to
hydrodynamic instabilities (such as Klevin-Helmholtz) and evap-
oration (Maller & Bullock 2004).

In a typicalMg iiYabsorbing cloud, hydrogen ismostly ionized.
Most of the metals are in singly or doubly ionized configurations.
Nevertheless, the large total gas columns result in higher ioniza-
tion levels having a nonnegligible column density. Specifically,
the column density of C iv in our model can exceed 1013 cm�2,
which translates to an optical depth of order unity and is there-
fore consistent with a picture in which C iv absorption and Mg ii
absorption have a common origin. The uniform density clouds
considered here cannot account for the strong intervening O vi

kk1032, 1037 systems (see Danforth & Shull 2005; Bergeron &
Herbert-Fort 2005), and an additional component /physics is re-
quired to explain them (e.g., Mo&Miralda-Escude 1996; McKee
& Begelman 1990 and references therein).

In our analysis we have assumed that all clouds are exposed to
a similar flux level regardless of their location in the halo. Never-
theless, the effect of shielding the ionizing flux by other clouds
could be, in principal, important. A cloud located 50 kpc from
a galaxy would see an effective column density of a few times
1018 cm�2 (corresponding to a few clouds). When shielding is in-
cluded, as well as the contribution from the central galaxy, we
find an overall decrease in the photoionization rate by a factor of
�2 compared to the nonshielded case.

2.4. Summary and Limitations of the Model

As stated above, our model aims to provide a framework for
studying the effects of a quasar radiation field on the absorption
and emission properties of gas clouds in a galactic halo. Themodel
has been calibrated using observational constraints on the spatial
distribution of Mg ii clouds within the halo of �L? galaxies and
the corresponding H i column densities. Our photoionization cal-
culations have shown that the implied cloud parameters are con-
sistent with the existence of Mg iiYabsorbing gas. We summarize
the model parameters in Table 1.

This model leads to a picture in which L? halos are filled with
gas clouds that are partially ionized and sufficiently optically thick
to be detected in both low- and high-ionization (e.g., C iv) ab-
sorption lines. These clouds have sizes of order 1 kpc, masses of
�106M� , and particle densities of�10�2 cm�3, amounting to a
cool gasmass of �1011M�within the virial radius, i.e.,�280 kpc
at z ¼ 0.

The results presented above assume that cool gas clouds are dis-
tributed throughout the entire volume of the halo up to the virial
radius. Nevertheless, the virial radius has no clear physical con-
nection to the scale, rcool, up to which cool clouds exist. In par-
ticular, the value of rcool is expected to depend on the (unknown)

Fig. 4.—Plot of H i column density vs. the rest equivalent width of the Mg ii
k2796 line forMg iiYselected systems (see Rao et al. 2006). Data appear as black
points with upper limits marked by triangles. Different point sizes indicate differ-
ent selection criteria employed by Rao et al. (2006) (large points are for systems
selected by criteria 1 and 2, while smaller points are selected by criteria 3 and 4;
see Rao et al. 2006); both sets of points have similar properties for the low column
density range considered here. The contribution of galaxy disks to the measured
H i column density may become important in the shaded region of the diagram
(Zwaan et al. 2005); our model does not attempt to account for these column den-
sities. The simulated data (circles) represent the summed H i column density of
W0 /Wc clouds giving rise toW0 Mg ii absorption along the line of sight. Themodel
reproduces the lower column density envelope (see text). [See the electronic edition
of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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origin of the cool gas. For example, if the gas is ejected from a
galaxy, rcool is likely to be smaller than if the gas was accreted
from the intergalactic medium. Moreover, different values may
be obtained if the cool gas condenses out of the virialized halo gas
(e.g.,Mo&Miralda-Escude 1996). At present, little is knownwith
confidence about the origin of the cool gas, and observations pro-
vide only very loose constraints. Hence, rcool is ill determined.
Nevertheless, we find that the mass of cool gas in galaxy halos de-
pends relatively weakly on rcool for the relevant scale range. Spe-
cifically, to reproduce the covering factor statistics on large scales,
we obtainMcool � 3 ; 1010 (4 ; 1010)M� for rcool ¼ 50 (100) kpc.
Clearly, the mass of cool gas in galaxy halos is considerable for
all plausible values of rcool and a covering factor of order unity. In
what follows we therefore assume that the gas occupies the entire
virial volume (i.e., rcool ¼ rv).

Given our model assumptions and calibration constraints, the
overall mass of cool gas, M, scales with the mean cloud size,
hRcloudi, and is inversely proportional to the assumed gas density.
Our model is relatively insensitive to the metallicity provided that
the gas composition is >0.01 solar so that the Mg ii lines remain
optically thick (see Fig. 3).

The physical origin of metal absorber systems is unknown. As
such, it is not clear whether the cool clouds are transient, bound
to dark matter minihalos, or in pressure equilibrium with their
surroundings. In the latter case, we note that both the magnitude
of the ambient thermal pressure in galaxy halos and its radial de-
pendence are not well constrained and models suffer from var-
ious uncertainties related to both dark matter distribution (e.g.,
Nagai&Kravtsov 2005) and gas physics (e.g., Borgani et al. 2002;
Hansen&Sommer-Larsen 2006;Dekel&Birnboim 2007). Hence,
the total predicted mass in cool gas may change by a factor of order
unity depending onmodel assumptions (while requiring agreement
with observations). Given these uncertainties, we find our approx-
imation of constant density clouds reasonable.

The total mass of cool gas depends on the assumed covering
factor for absorption, which is a quantity still debated in the lit-
erature. We have used a covering factor of unity for strong Mg ii
absorption within�50 kpc, as suggested by Steidel et al. (1997).
However, other studies claim lower values (�0.2, Bechtold &
Ellingson 1992; �0.5, Tripp & Bowen 2005). As the total mass
of cool gas scales linearly with this quantity, we might be over-
estimating the mass if the actual covering factor is not unity.

So far we have concentrated on modeling the cool gas within
the halo of an L? galaxy with Mvir ¼ 2:5 ; 1012 M�. Our model
may also be scaled to different galaxy luminosities and masses.
Indeed, analyses bySteidel et al. (1997) andGuillemin&Bergeron
(1997) have indicated that the normalization of the Mg ii rest
equivalent width follows a relation

W0 r; Lð Þ ¼ W0 rð Þ L

L?

� ��

; ð9Þ

with � ’ 0:1Y0:4. Such a scaling has been reported in the lumi-
nosity range 0:3L?Y5L? and at redshifts 0:5 < z < 1. It is unclear
whether the scaling should be extrapolated beyond these limits.
The above relation may be understood within the framework of
our model as a dependence of the number of clouds, and hence
mass of cool gas, on luminosity. Denoting themass of cool gas in
L? galaxies by M?

cool , then the mass of cool gas in halos of gal-
axies with luminosity L may be written as

Mcool Lð Þ ¼ fM Lð ÞM ?
cool; ð10Þ

where fM is a dimensionless scaling factor.

3. QUASAR HALOS

We now investigate the effects of a quasar radiation field on
the gas distribution within a halo and discuss the observational
signature in absorption and emission. Our main assumption is
that quasar halos are analogous to those of nonactive galaxies.
As indicated by recent studies (e.g., Jahnke et al. 2004), the hosts
of bright quasars seem to correspond to a few times L? galaxies.
Furthermore, Serber et al. (2006) find that bright quasars reside
in overdense regions of galaxies, implying that their dark matter
halos are several times those typical of L? galaxies.Motivated by
these studies, we allow fM to deviate from unity. We show below
that many observational constraints may be accommodated by
using fM � 5Y10 for the mass of cool gas in quasar halos.

3.1. Thermal and Ionization Structure

In what follows we compute the time-independent ionization
and thermal structure of a cloud exposed to a constant quasar
ionizing flux. In the Appendix we present time-dependent calcu-
lations and show that the steady state assumption suffices for the
luminosity range and the relevant spectral features considered
here.
In modeling the spectral energy distribution (SED) of the qua-

sar we have used the continuum defined by Sazonov et al. (2004),
which is shown in Figure 2. Ionizing sources other than the quasar
can be neglected. We start by introducing the ionization param-
eter, U, which is the ratio of photon density to particle number
density and is a measure of the ionization level for photoionized
gas. For the chosen SED we obtain

U ’ 0:6L46
n

10�2 cm�3

� ��1 r

50 kpc

� ��2

; ð11Þ

where the quasar luminosity is L ¼ 1046L46 ergs s�1. The ioni-
zation structure of several commonly detected ions as a function
of U is shown in Figure 5. By combining these results with the
density estimates from our model (x 2), we can compute the ion-
ization level and temperature as a function of the radius from the
center of the QSO. The results for the temperature profile are
shown in Figure 6. As expected, the quasar has a substantial effect
on the thermal state of the inner parts of the halo and can heat the

TABLE 1

Model Summary

Parameter Value

Cloud Parameters

Gas mass ............................................ 6 ; 104 M� < Mcloud < 7 ; 106 M�
Radius ................................................ 0:3 kpc < Rcloud < 1:5 kpc

Density ............................................... �cloud ¼ 0:02 atoms cm�3

Metallicity .......................................... 0.1 Z�

Halo Parameters (20 kpc < r < rv)

Cool gas density profile..................... � / r�2

Dark matter velocity dispersion ........ � ¼ 140 km s�1

Virial radius a...................................... rv ¼ 282 kpc

Virial mass ......................................... M ’ 1012 M�
Cool gas mass b.................................. McoolP1011 M�
Number of cloudsb ............................ �7 ; 104

a At z ¼ 0.
b For a covering factor of unity and within rv (see x 2.4).
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(initially cool) gas to high temperatures by means of photoab-
sorption. The extent to which the Mg ii halo is ionized depends
mainly on the quasar luminosity. For example, a quasar with
L46 ¼ 1 heats gas within the inner 20 kpc to some 105 K, while
gas at 50 kpc is ionized to a few times 104K.Objectswith Seyfert-
like luminosities (L46P 0:1) have a smaller effect on their imme-
diate environments and heat the gas within their inner 20 kpc to a
few times 104 K, while clouds at larger radii remain relatively
cool. In contrast, very luminous quasars can heat clouds within
100 kpc to temperatures of order 105 K, with gas inside a radius
of 10 kpc reaching the Compton temperature. The effect of a lu-
minous quasar is not necessarily limited to halo gas, however, and
low-density gas may be affected on much larger (megaparsec)

scales. Our calculations indicate (Fig. 5) that for clouds to remain
relatively cool within the central 30 kpc of an L46 ¼ 1 source,
their density should be3102 cm�3, i.e., considerably higher than
the values considered here and those thought to be representative
of Mg ii clouds (cf. Stockton et al. 2002).

The ionization structure closely follows the temperature pro-
file. Figure 6 shows the ionization fraction of several ions as a
function of radius in the halo for the case of L46 ¼ 1. Clearly, gas
within the inner 100 kpc is devoid of Mg ii ions, with C iv, O vi,
and O viii being most abundant; the ionization fraction of the
latter peaks on the smallest scales. For an fM ¼ 5 halo with an
L46 ¼ 1 quasar (e.g., Jahnke et al. 2004; eq. [9]), the gas remains
optically thin above the Lyman edge. For different source lumi-
nosities the abscissa of Figure 6 should be rescaled by L�1

46 . For
low quasar luminosities (L46 < 0:1) even the inner regions of the
halo remain at low temperatures and the gas is less affected by the
quasar on �100 kpc scales (see Fig. 6).

The activegalactic nucleus (AGN)unification scheme (Antonucci
1993) suggests that quasars emit light in a double-cone geometry
with an opening angle 	 (see Fig. 7). Such an anisotropy in the
radiation field will be imprinted in the properties of the gas dis-
tribution around the quasar. In the next sections we discuss the
observational implications, in both absorption and emission.

3.2. Quasar Halo Absorption Properties

Clouds of gas that lie within the ionization cone of the quasar
would be heated and ionized, and would follow the ionization
structure presented in Figure 6. Therefore, the line of sight to a
quasar would be largely devoid of Mg ii absorption from the halo
clouds modeled in this paper. Nevertheless, such highly ionized
clouds are expected to give rise to associated absorption features
from species like H i, C iv, and O vi, depending on their ionization
structure, which is determined by the quasar luminosity, and their
distance from the source. In contrast, lines of sight probing the qua-
sar halo at finite impact parameters from the quasar would intercept
cool gas that is not affected by the quasar radiation field and is
therefore likely to show absorption features due to low-ionization

Fig. 5.—Ionization fraction of the abundant elements as a function of the ioni-
zation parameter, U. In this case the radiation field of the quasar overwhelms all
other sources within�10 Mpc of the quasar. Gas with the same density and dis-
tance as a typicalMg iiYabsorbing cloudwould be highly ionized. [See the electronic
edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 6.—Thermal and ionization properties of halo gas ( fM ¼ 5) illuminated by a quasar. Left: Temperature profile for a constant density, optically thin medium with
density of 0.02 cm�3 (see text) for several values of quasar luminosity. Clearly, the temperature drops with distance as the ionization parameter decreases (/r�2). The
radiative effect of Seyfert galaxies on their environment is more localized than that of bright quasars. Right: Ionization structure as a function of distance from an L46 ¼ 1
quasar. As expected, the ionization level decreases (i.e., the fraction of H i rises) with distance due to the dilution of the radiation field. The fraction of Mg ii recovers only
on megaparsec scales, while closer to the quasar (�100 kpc) C iv is expected to be seen; on smaller scales still (�20 kpc) O vi would be detected. The gas is very highly
ionizedwithin�30 kpc and could be detected inX-rays. For quasars with different luminosities the abscissa should be rescaled by L1

=2
46 . Thus, brighter quasars would ionize

their environment to larger distances. The dashed line corresponds to the fraction of H i for the case of L46 ¼ 0:1. The hump beyond�50 kpc is the result of self-shielding
(see text). [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of the right panel of this figure.]
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species as those seen around nonactive galaxies. The number of
Mg ii clouds intercepted by a given sight line depends not only on
the total number of clouds within the halo (which, for nonactive
galaxies, depends on the galaxy luminosity; see eq. [9]) but also
on the opening angle of the quasar.

Given the above model, we now discuss the observable proper-
ties of quasar halos in terms of their expected absorption signatures.
In a recent work we used pairs of quasars at different redshifts to
search for Mg ii absorption in the spectrum of the background
quasar at the redshift of the foreground quasar (Bowen et al. 2006).
In four out of four cases we detected Mg ii absorption at the cor-
rect redshift, with W0 > 0:5 8. This suggests that strong Mg ii

absorbers are common in the transverse direction of quasars. We
have extended our analysis to a larger sample of systems, and our
new results (Bowen et al. 2007) indicate the presence of strong
Mg ii absorption around quasars with a covering factor close to
unity within 100 kpc, followed by a rapid decline at larger radii.
Such behavior is similar to that of Mg ii gas that is detected around
galaxies. This high covering factor for Mg ii gas in the transverse
direction seems to be in contrast with smaller values (�10%)
derived for Mg ii absorption directly along quasar lines of sight
(see Fig. 7). As we show below, this finding is naturally explained
by our model.

Quasar radiation is thought to be emitted into cones of open-
ing angle 	 (Antonucci 1993). As such, 	 is a measure of the mass
of cool gas within the halo that is exposed to the ionizing field and
determines the mass of the remaining cool gas. The connection

between 	 andW0 is therefore apparent within the framework of
the model (see Fig. 7). Model predictions for the absorption cov-
ering factor as a function of the rest equivalent width, the impact
parameter, and the mass of cool gas, fM , are given in Figure 8.
These results are analogous to those of galaxies but for the addi-
tional dependence on 	. Quasars that emit more isotropically have
less cool gas at any impact parameter due to ionization effects.
More massive envelopes of cool gas have a larger number of
clouds and so produce broader Mg ii troughs. Clearly, different
combinations of fM and 	 can yield similar covering fractions. At
present, neither the mass of cool gas in quasar halos nor the
opening angle of quasar ionization cones is well determined; re-
cent surveys indicate that 	may depend on the quasar luminosity,
with 	 in the range 45� < 	 < 70� for bright quasars (Willott et al.
2000; Treister & Urry 2005). Figure 8 shows that fM ’ 5Y10 is
required to explain the high occurrence of transverse strongMg ii
absorption around quasars within 100 kpc in the Bowen et al.
(2006, 2007) sample.
We can further compare the predictions of our model to obser-

vations by considering the fraction of quasars showing associ-
ated absorption, i.e., absorption arising along the quasar line of
sight close to the quasar redshift (Fig. 7). Asmentioned above, in
such a case, low-ionization species are not expected to be abun-
dant due to rapid ionizations by the quasar radiation field. How-
ever, the same clouds are expected to give rise to higher ionization
absorption lines. Figure 9 shows our predictions for the covering
factor of H i, Mg ii, C iv, and O vi lines as a function of (non-
virialized) gaseous halomass and quasar luminosity. The covering
factor for all lines is seen to decrease exponentially with increas-
ingW0 due to Poisson statistics. As shown, the covering factor
for absorption is more sensitive to the quasar luminosity than to
the mass of cool gas in the halo. In particular, the halos of more
luminous quasars are more ionized, resulting in a lower covering
factor for strong low-ionization systems.As expected,moremassive
gaseous halos produce stronger absorption lines due to the larger

Fig. 7.—Cartoon showing the distribution of different types of gas clouds around
a quasar, in relation to an observer’s sight line. A quasar emits ionizing radiation
into a cone with opening angle 	. Cool gas clouds that are exposed to the ionizing
radiation are heated (open circles), while those that are shielded from the ionizing
radiation remain cool ( filled circles). The properties of the nonionized clouds re-
semble those of clouds in halos associated with nonactive galaxies. Off-center lines
of sight will intercept cool gas in the transverse direction, while those that point
radially toward the quasar will mostly see ionized gas (see text).

Fig. 8.—Covering factor for strong Mg ii absorption as a function of the im-
pact parameter for lines of sight passing through the halo of a quasar (see Fig. 7).
Four halo models are considered that differ by the mass of cool gas within the
virial radius (denoted by fM ; see text) and the opening angle, 	, of the quasar ra-
diation field. For each model we calculate the covering factor for systems with
W0 > 1 8 (thick lines) and W0 > 0:6 8 (thin lines). As expected, the covering
factor declines with increasing impact parameter due to the decreasing cloud den-
sity with distance. The covering factor for strong absorption is sensitive to both 	
and fM . As 	 increases, more gas is ionized and the halo becomes transparent to
Mg ii absorption. As fM rises, more clouds are intercepted along lines of sight
through the halo. As shown, different combinations of fM and 	 can result in a
similar covering factor for strong Mg ii absorption (see text).
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number of clouds intercepted along the line of sight. Our predic-
tions appear to be in qualitative agreement with recent surveys
indicating a covering factor of �30% for strong C iv absorption
(Vestergaard 2003). Our model predicts little associated Mg ii

absorption due to halo gas. Our model does not, however, in-
clude the possibly important contribution from absorption by gas
in the immediate vicinity of the black hole (sometimes termed
‘‘intrinsic’’ absorption). That said, our model is consistent with
the notion that most low-ionization associated systems are intrin-
sic to the quasar. Additional data concerning the covering factor
of various ionization stages as a function of quasar luminosity
(and perhaps host mass) are required to test our model.

Radio galaxies provide a complementary configuration to the
quasar pairs used by Bowen et al. (2006, 2007). For these objects
our line of sight passes outside the quasar radiation cone. Mea-
surements of large-scale H i absorption by Van Ojik et al. (1997)
have shown that typical column densities through the neutral part
of the halo are of orderP1019 cm�2. Such values are in qualitative
agreement with our model and with the Rao et al. (2006) data set
(see x 2). Amore detailed comparison is unwarranted at this stage.

3.3. Quasar Halo Emission Properties

As the gas is photoexcited by the radiation field of the quasar,
clouds would not only absorb but also emit and scatter continuum
and line photons. In this sectionwe calculate the expected emission-
line flux from the halo.

Line emissivity depends on the ionization state of the gas, as
well as on the optical depth through which line photons need to

propagate, escape, and reach the observer. In calculating the emis-
sivity of lines we have assumed that once line photons escape
individual clouds, they reach the observer; i.e., we assume no
photon scattering or absorption among different clouds. This ap-
proximation is adequate if clouds along our line of sight have
little overlap in velocity space, which is the case considered in this
paper. The fraction of line photons escaping from a single cloud
was calculated using Cloudy using the escape probability method
for a static cloud. The resulting emissivity per unit mass as a func-
tion of distance from the ionizing source is shown in Figure 10
for a Ly� emission line. As shown, averaged over volume, Ly�
emissivity is relatively insensitive to the luminosity of the central
object. This results from the gas temperature having only a weak
dependence on luminosity for the relevant parameter range and
from hydrogen being fully ionized. Emissivity is suppressed on
small scales near very luminous sources due to suppression of
the recombination rate at high (3105 K) temperatures.

We have also studied the emissivity of other lines and, in par-
ticular, that of the [O iii] k5007 forbidden line (Fig. 10). The line
emissivity in this case is very different from that of Ly� and other
hydrogen-like lines since the recombination rate is much lower
(O iii and O iv abundances in the gas are negligible). Relatively
neutral gas, which is required for efficient [O iii] k5007 emission,
becomes abundant only on large scales and even then only for
relatively low luminosity quasars. As quasars get brighter, the peak
O iii emissivity is shifted to larger scales where cooler gas is found.
We emphasize that, unlike Ly� emission, [O iii] k5007 emission
is sensitive to gas composition and is roughly linear with it.

Fig. 9.—Predicted covering factor for associated absorptionwhere lines of sight probe the ionized part of the halo. Covering factors for several high-ionization lines are
considered, corresponding to H i Ly� (dot-dashed line), Mg ii k2796 (dotted line), C iv k1548 (solid line), and O vi k1032 (dashed line). The results are shown as a function
of the quasar luminosity for L46 ¼ 0:1Y10 (columns) and mass in cool gas with fM ¼ 1Y10. As shown, the covering factor is more sensitive to the luminosity than to the
mass in cool gas. The covering factor follows the exponential cutoff of the Poisson distribution for the respective lines. Low-luminosity quasars have a higher covering
factor for low-ionization lines since the halo is less ionized. For bright objects the halo is more ionized and low-ionization lines become weaker.
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Our calculations allow us to predict how quasar halos would
appear for different emission lines. We show an example for a
Ly� image in Figure 10 for the case of 	 ¼ 70

�
, fM ¼ 5, L46 ¼ 1

and assume that our line of sight is along the symmetry axis of the
quasar. The image is symmetric with the surface brightness profile
being roughly /b�1 from the center (neglecting the effects of
scattering; see below). Asymmetric images are obtained if the
axis of symmetry is at an angle to our line of sight, as likely to be
the case in general.

Different lines have different emissivity profiles and hence dif-
ferent luminosities and inferred nebular sizes. Table 2 lists a few
of the more important lines that could, in principal, be observed
in quasar halos. Ly�, C iv k1548, and O vi k1035 are the strong-
est transitions, with the latter two lines depending roughly linearly
on the metallicity. The typical nebular extent (from which most
of the flux is emitted) of low-ionization lines is >100 kpc. This is
in contrast to high-ionization line emission, which comes from
compact, highly ionized regions of the halo (e.g., the nebular ex-
tent of O viii X-ray lines isk10 kpc for L46 ¼ 1).

3.3.1. Scattering of Quasar Photons in the Halo

In addition to line emission, there is scattering (i.e., absorption
followed by emission) of the photons emitted by the quasar. Here
broad emission line photons can be scattered off gas clouds in the
halo provided that the neutral hydrogen fraction is large enough.
Owing to the low gas density, the population of excited levels is
negligible and so only resonance lines are able to scatter efficiently.
To correctly calculate the surface brightness profile due to photon
scattering, one requires detailedknowledgeof the three-dimensional
distribution of clouds in real and velocity space. In addition, the
fraction of photons reaching the halo depends on the amount of
intrinsic absorption and the relative velocities of the emission line
and halo gas. Detailed calculations should include the effect of
multiple scatterings even in this relatively optically thinmedium.

Despite the overall complexity of scattering problems, it is rel-
atively straightforward to estimate the maximum scattered flux
expected for different lines. This is simply the flux in the broad
emission linewith velocity dispersion,�l, that is intercepted by halo
clouds with velocity dispersion, �c, given by roughly �c /�l ’
10% (here we used �l ’ 2000; e.g., Vanden Berk et al. 2001).

Given our quasar SED and taking the mean rest equivalent
width for Ly� to be�908 (e.g., Zheng et al. 1997; Vanden Berk
et al. 2001), we find that the maximum scattered Ly� luminos-
ity is L

scat;max
Ly� � 2 ; 1043(1� sin 	 )L46 ergs s�1. Table 2 lists

the results for other lines based on the same line of reasoning and
shows that the contribution of scattered broad-line region photons
to the large-scale nebular emission is probably less than 50% for
all prominent lines (and for L46 < 102).
To better evaluate the flux due to broad emission line photons

scattering off halo gas, we define an effective optical depth over
the (dynamically broadened) absorption-line profile of halo gas,

eA(r) ¼ C(r)
(r), whereC(r) is the geometric covering factor of
clouds at a given distance (i.e., the number of clouds intercepted
at some distance interval) and 
(r) is the line optical depth of a
single cloud at position r. In our model, C(r) is large on small
scales due to the cloud density peaking toward the center, yet 
(r)
is low since the gas is more ionized. For Ly�, 
eff is decreasing

TABLE 2

Emission-Line Properties of Quasar Nebulae

Line ID

(1)

L

(ergs s�1)

(2)

Size

(kpc)

(3)

Lscat;max/(Lþ Lscat;max)

(4)

H i Ly� ................... 3.0 ; 1043 150 0.25

O vi k1035 .............. 4.4 ; 1042 80 0.25

N v k1238 ............... 2.0 ; 1042 150 0.25

C iv k1548 .............. 2.2 ; 1042 200 0.5

H i H�..................... 1.5 ; 1042 100 . . .

C iii k977 ................ 6.5 ; 1041 200 . . .

H i H� ..................... 5.3 ; 1041 100 . . .

O viii k18.97 ........... 3.5 ; 1041 20 ?

[O iii] k5007............ 2.0 ; 1041 200 . . .

Notes.—Col. (1): Emission-line identification. Col. (2): Luminosity of the emis-
sion line, with the luminosities for doublets taken to be the sum of individual tran-
sitions. Col. (3): Size of the emitting region, defined as the extent of the emitting
nebula that contains 90% of the flux for a given transition. Col. (4): An order-of-
magnitude estimate for the maximum luminosity in scattered light (see text). Tran-
sitions that do not scatter are marked with ellipses, while those for which the broad
emission line flux is very uncertain are marked with a question mark (see text).
L46 ¼ 1, 	 ¼ 70�, and fM ¼ 5 are assumed.

Fig. 10.—Left: Ly� (solid lines) and [O iii] k5007 (dashed lines) emissivities for various color-coded luminosities. While the Ly� emissivities of the nebulae at large
radii are similar, the emissivity decreases with increasing quasar luminosity on smaller,P30 kpc scales due to ionization effects. The [O iii] k5007 emissivities are lower
than those of Ly� and have their maxima at larger radii where cool gas is more abundant. Right: Ly� halo surrounding an L46 ¼ 1 ( fM ¼ 5, 	 ¼ 70�) quasar at z ¼ 1 with
gray scale reflecting the flux level. Also shown in an inset is the surface brightness profile including (solid line) and excluding (dashed line) scattering of Ly� photons from
the broad emission line region of the quasar (see text). [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of the left panel of this figure.]
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with decreasing r. On scales larger than�30 kpc, clouds become
opaque to Ly� and 
eA / C / r�2. We have approximated the
problem by running Monte Carlo simulations (e.g., Zheng &
Miralda-Escudé 2002; Z. Zheng 2007, private communication) of
photons emitted by a point source, being scattered off halo gas,
and with 
eA of order a few and having the radial dependence de-
scribed above. We find that the surface brightness of the scattered
photons is/b�2.5 and therefore thatmost of the scattering occurs in
the inner nebular regions (within�30 kpc). The results are shown
in the inset of Figure 10 for the case of L46 ¼ 1.We note, however,
that these provide only order-of-magnitude estimates since the
gas kinematics in the central regions of the halo is uncertain.

3.3.2. Detectability of Line-emitting Regions

It is interesting to examine the detectability of line-emitting
nebulae around quasars within the framework of our model. Here
we focus onLy� nebulosity and study its observed luminosity and
size as a function of the limiting fluxof the observation (see Fig. 11).
As before, fM ¼ 10, 	 ¼ 70

�
, and L46 ¼ 10 are assumed.We also

examine the line emission at several redshifts assuming that the
observed nebulae at those redshifts are similar, so that the surface
brightness is/(1þ z) 4. Our calculations indicate that the limiting
flux required to observe extended Ly� emission around z ¼ 1
quasars is�10�16 ergs s�1 cm�2 arcsec�2. In particular, ourmodel
suggests that the observed nebular extent is sensitive to the lim-
iting flux with a factor of 2 increase in sensitivity allowing us to
detect emission from an order-of-magnitude larger volume. At
low z, a limiting flux of a few times 10�18 ergs s�1 cm�2 arcsec�2

is required to probe the full extent of the nebulosity and correctly
estimate its luminosity. Once the appropriate sensitivity is reached,
our model suggests that large-scale emission-line nebulae in gen-

eral, and Ly� nebulae in particular, should be a rather common
phenomenon around quasars. More massive gaseous halos or
quasars having wider ionization cones are better emitters and their
halos can be observed to higher z. Our calculations suggest that
Ly� scattering can have a substantial contribution to the observed
luminosity (compare models A, B, and C in Fig. 11). Similar con-
siderations also apply for metal lines whose detection can be used
to put more stringent constraints on the ionization level of the
emitting gas and estimate its mean metallicity. For example, the
N v k1238 emission line could have a flux comparable to that of
Ly� for gas with metallicities greater than the solar value (see
Table 2).

3.3.3. Comparison with Observations

Extended narrow-line emission around quasars and radio gal-
axies has been observed for more than two decades. Giant Ly�
nebulae certainly exist around quasars out to radii of �100 kpc
(Wampler et al. 1975; Stockton 1976; Bremer et al. 1992; Boroson
et al. 1982, 1985; Bergeron et al. 1983; Stockton & MacKenty
1987; Reuland et al. 2003; Labiano et al. 2005). Early studies fo-
cused mostly on RLQs, but later ones found that radio-quiet qua-
sars (RQQs) also show extended Ly� emission on large scales.
For example, Hu et al. (1991) observed a sample of seven RQQs
down to a limiting flux of 2 ; 10�16 ergs s�1 cm�2 and found no
extended Ly� emission. However, subsequent and more sensi-
tive observations showed that the nebulae could indeed be found
around RQQs (Weidinger et al. 2005; Bremer et al. 1992; Steidel
et al. 1991; Hu et al. 1996; Petitjean et al. 1996) with Ly� lu-
minosities in the range (7Y58) ; 1042 ergs s�1, values that are
largely consistent with our predictions in Figure 11. Christensen
et al. (2006) reported Ly� luminosities from z � 3 nebulae that
are of order�1043 ergs s�1 and extend out to a median radius of
15 kpc (with some nebulae extending out to 60 kpc) for a flux
limit of �10�17 ergs cm�2 s�1 arcsec�2. This is consistent with
quasar halos having a considerable amount of gas in a cool form
(model A in Fig. 11 corresponding to fM ¼ 1 with no line scat-
tering is excluded by the data; cf. Binette et al. 2006). Christensen
et al. (2006) placed limits on C iv line emission fluxes�10 times
lower than Ly�. In our model this is roughly the predicted flux
ratio of the lines for gas with 0.1 solar metallicity. Unfortunately,
more detailed modeling is beyond the scope of this paper.

The statistical properties of quasar line emission nebulae and
their underlying physics are poorly understood, and few models
have been devised to account for them (e.g., Heckman et al. 1991a,
1991b). Common explanations for the existence of such nebulae
include gas accretion onto the central object (Haiman & Rees
2001) and matter ejection by the quasar and its host galaxy (e.g.,
Heckman et al. 1991a, 1991b). Moreover, the interpretation of
the data is controversial; while several teams have reported high
pressures of orderP � 106Y107 cm�3 K for RLQs, a study by Fu
& Stockton (2006) points to lower pressures, of order 104 cm�3 K.
These estimates come from compact emission regions of [O ii] and
[O iii] lines and from absorption by excited states (e.g., Hamann
et al. 2001). In our model for the halo of an L? galaxy the pressure
is even lower, P � few ; 102 cm�3. It is possible that RLQs are
different from RQQs given their overall higher Ly� luminosities
(e.g., Christensen et al. 2006) and their apparently large X-ray
and [O iii] emission on small scales (e.g., Crawford&Fabian 1989).
Our model predicts relatively faint and diffuse [O iii] emission from
the halo,which seems to be at oddswith recent detections of [O ii]Y
and [O iii]Yemitting filaments around RLQs (e.g., Fu& Stockton
2006 and references therein). Deep optical observations of low-z
RQQs may help to determine whether there is a relatively dense

Fig. 11.—Observed Ly� nebula size (containing 90% of the total observed
flux) vs. the observed luminosity for an fM ¼ 10 halo illuminated by an L46 ¼ 10
quasar with an opening angle 	 ¼ 70

�
. The following models are considered: with

no line scattering (model A); with scattered Ly� luminosity, LscatLy� ¼ 0:5L
scat;max
Ly�

(model B); and with LscatLy� ¼ L
scat;max
Ly� (model C). We assume no evolution in the

nebula properties with redshift. Placing the same nebula at different redshifts
(denoted by different symbols; see legend) decreases its observed luminosity
and size for a survey with a given limiting flux (denoted by gray scale in units
of ergs s�1 cm�2 arcsec�2). Clearly, unless the nebula is close and /or the sensi-
tivity is high, only the brighter inner part of the nebula is observed, which results
in an underestimation of its luminosity and size (see text). In particular, sensitivities
of order 10�18 ergs s�1 cm�2 arcsec�2 are required to probe the full extent of quasar
nebulae at z P2 (dark square and circle). [See the electronic edition of the Journal
for a color version of this figure.]
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and filamentary structure in quasar halos in addition to the more
diffuse component considered here.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Galaxies

Our model implies considerable mass in cool gas out to the
virial radius of L? galaxy halos at z � 1. As explained above, this
assumes a unit covering factor for strong absorptionwithin 50 kpc
of the galaxy. The lower covering factors suggested by Bechtold
& Ellingson (1992) and Tripp & Bowen (2005) would actually
lead to an agreement between our model predictions and the re-
sults of Maller & Bullock (2004), who estimated the mass of cool
gas in the Galaxy halo to be 2 ; 1010 M� and argued for consis-
tencywith observations of high-velocity clouds (see also Putman
2006). At present, radio surveys do not possess the required sen-
sitivity to probe low column density, diffuse H i gas in 21 cm
emission at distances of�100 kpc from a galaxy.We caution, how-
ever, that it is not clear whether our model predictions for z � 1
objects are directly applicable to present-day galaxies. Nestor et al.
(2005) find evidence for evolution of cool gas properties with
cosmic timewhereby the occurrence of strong systems appreciably
declines from z ¼ 1 to 0.5. Bowen et al. (1995) also showed that
no Mg ii can be found around nearby galaxies beyond �40 kpc.
Understanding the distribution of cool gas around present-day gal-
axies will require extensive UV spectroscopic surveys of sight
lines that probe a wide range of galaxy impact parameters.

The notion of massive galaxy halos has been promoted by
Fukugita & Peebles (2006) to provide a solution to the missing
baryon problem. In their model, the mass of hot gas is a few times
1011M�within the virial radius (see Fig. 12). A cool and condensed
component exists in their model within the central 20 kpc whose
mass is a few times 1010M�. Their total (hot) gas mass estimates
provide a natural explanation to the missing baryon problem and
are consistent with a large range of observational constraints that
are independent of those considered here. However, their model
did not consider the possible existence of cool gas beyond the ex-
tent of the disk. The addition of the extended cool gas component
introduced here fits in nicely within the Fukugita& Peebles (2006)
picture and results in only a modest departure from it (see Fig. 12)
in the sense that it is possible to reproduce a number of observa-
tional constraints from absorption-line studies, while not signifi-
cantly changing the total amount of (hot) gaswithin the virial radius.

On scalesmuch smaller than the virial radius, the cool gas mass
predicted by our model is much lower since it scales linearly
with radius (e.g., Fig. 12). Specifically, the mass within 30 kpc is
Mcool < 1010 M� and, by extrapolation to smaller scales, is
comparable to that estimated byMartin (2006) for ultraluminous
infrared galaxy outflows.

More work is needed to establish howmuch cool gas resides in
the halos of present-day galaxies. Observationally, better estimates
of the covering fraction of cool gas around galaxies are required,
preferably as a function of galaxy type. On the theoretical side,
numerical simulations of galaxy formation need to include realistic
cooling rates and reach high resolutions to reliably trace cool and
condensed forms of gas.Understanding the properties of the dilute,
yet likely very massive, cool gas component in galaxy halos is
essential for understanding galaxy formation and evolution.

4.2. Quasars

Quasars are known to reside in galaxies, yet their large-scale
environments are poorly understood. The recent discovery of
Mg iiYabsorbing gas around those objects (Bowen et al. 2006,
2007) suggests an interesting link between galaxy and quasar en-

vironments. This implies that the presence of a quasar can be used
to shed light on the distribution of matter in the halos of galaxies.
We have shown that it is possible to construct a model that

unifies several distinct astrophysical phenomena pertaining to in-
tervening absorption, associated absorption, and quasar emission
nebulae. In our model, these phenomena are different manifesta-
tions of the same physical entity: cool gas condensations distri-
buted within the halos of galaxies. If our model is correct, then
the properties of cool gas in the vicinity of galaxies may be re-
vealed by studying the influence of an active nucleus on its thermal
and ionization structure. In particular, the study of associated ab-
sorption may help to constrain the density and distance of halo gas
from the quasar. Cool gas around galaxies is notoriously difficult
to detect in emission. Nevertheless, the presence of an ionizing
source enhances emission and renders the detection of circum-
galactic material more accessible. Furthermore, by studying the
nebulosities around quasars, one can obtain a two-dimensional
spatial by one-dimensional velocity picture of the gas.Mean quan-
tities pertaining to the mass of the gas and its metallicity can be
more easily deduced for individual objects.
In addition to shedding light on gas distribution in the halos of

galaxies, it is possible to deduce important conclusions about
quasar physics. For example, the recent results by Bowen et al.
(2006, 2007) indicate a covering factor of order unity for cool gas
in the transverse direction around quasars out to�100 kpc, in con-
trast to the much lower incidence of associated Mg ii absorption
along quasar sight lines. Our model implies that this is merely a
consequence of the quasar unification scheme: gas in the radial
direction to the quasar is heated to high temperatures, while that
which is at right angles to the quasar ionization cone remains un-
affected. This is not a trivial result since, although the unification
scheme is well established for AGNs, it is less secure for bright
quasars at high z. Further tests of this conjecture may be carried
out by comparing model predictions to the occurrence of associ-
ated absorbers for a wide range of ionization levels, as well as by
studying emission-line nebulae in detail.
Our model can reproduce the emission and absorption prop-

erties of quasar nebulae by requiring quasar gaseous halos to be

Fig. 12.—Extended cool gas component (dot-dashed line) considered in this
work within the framework of the massive corona model by Fukugita & Peebles
(2006; see their paper for the assumptions and physical motivation behind each of
their components, shown as a dashed line). The total mass in cool gas is compa-
rable to that of the hot component within the virial radius yet occupies only�1%
of the volume. The total baryonic and dark matter mass for a typical L? galaxy
halo is also shown (see x 2.2 and Fukugita & Peebles 2006).
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more extended and therefore more massive than those of L? gal-
axies. (Note that we do not refer to the virialized gas component
in those systems.) It is worth noting that Serber et al. (2006) find
that the dark matter halos of bright quasars are a few times more
massive than those of L? galaxies. Finally, if the correlation found
between the size of cool gaseous halos and galaxy luminosity
(Steidel et al. 1997; Guillemin &Bergeron 1997) can be extended
to quasars, then the size of quasar nebulae is consistent with their
hosts being a few times L? (Jahnke et al. 2004).

Better understanding quasar emission line nebulae may allow
us to deduce the long-term light-curve behavior of quasars. This
will require more complete knowledge of the matter distribution
in quasar halos, which can be achieved through deep imaging and
spatially resolved spectroscopy of quasar environments. The de-
tection of orphan nebulae (where the active nucleus is obscured)
may provide a newmeans for identifying type II quasars. Combin-
ing large samples of emitting and absorbing gaseous nebulae may
allow us to statistically constrain the mass of cool gas in quasar
halos, as well as the opening angle of the quasars themselves. This
has implications for reionization and background radiation deter-
mination.A survey of emission-line nebulae around a large number
of quasarsmay also reveal environmental differences among quasar
types (e.g., the RQQ-RLQ dichotomy). The detection of metal
emission lines may also permit estimates of the metallicity of gas
in the halo and enable tests of models that predict the metal en-
richment of galaxies and the intergalactic/intracluster medium.

5. SUMMARY

We have presented a phenomenological model for the dis-
tribution of cool gas around L? galaxies, calibrated with a wide

range of observational constraints from absorption-line studies
(including the rest equivalent width distribution of Mg ii absorp-
tion lines, H i column densities, etc.). We argue that the halos of
L? galaxies are filled with gaseous clouds of sizes�1 kpc, masses
of �106 M�, and particle densities of �10�2 cm�3. The total
amount of cool gas within the virial radius of an L? galaxy de-
pends on the covering factor for strongMg ii absorption (which is
a matter of debate) and is likely to be in the range 1010 M� <
Mcool < 1011 M� within the virial radius.

By assuming self-similarity, we show that our model for the
distribution of cool gas around galaxies, if appropriately scaled
(by a factor of a few), can reproduce the properties of cool gas
seen around quasars. Ourmodel simultaneously provides an expla-
nation for the Ly� nebulosities observed out to�100 kpc around
quasars and the absorption-line properties of the cool gas. Com-
parison of model predictions with future surveys will shed light
on the missing baryon problem and will deepen our understand-
ing with respect to galaxy formation and quasar activation.
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referee. This research has been supported by NASA through a
Chandra Postdoctoral Fellowship award PF4-50033. D. V. B.
is funded through NASA Long Term Space Astrophysics grant
NNG05GE26G.

APPENDIX

Here we describe the time-dependent ionization and thermal structure of an initially cool cloud that is exposed to a quasar’s ionizing
radiation. As the quasar phenomenon is short lived compared to the Hubble time (the quasar lifetime, 
q � 107 yr; e.g., Worseck &
Wisotzki 2006), it is instructive to first consider a few relevant timescales of the problem:

1. The dynamical timescale of a halo of size Rhalo at a virial temperature Tv (corresponding to some sound speed vs) is


dyn �
Rhalo

vs
’ 109

r

100 kpc

Tv

107 K

� ��1=2

yr: ðA1Þ

2. The sound crossing timescale for a cloud of size 2Rcloud at temperature T is


cross �
2Rcloud

vs
’ 108

Rcloud

1 kpc

T

104 K

� ��1=2

yr: ðA2Þ

3. The photoionization timescale for ion X is


 X
ion ¼

Z
�X Eð ÞLE
4�r 2E

dE

� ��1

�103L�1
46

r

102 kpc

� �2

yr; ðA3Þ

where �X is the cross section, E is the energy, LE is the flux per unit energy, and r is the distance from the quasar. We assumed a
mean ionizing photon energy of E ¼ 10 eV and an ionization cross section of 10�19 cm2 (roughly that of Mg ii).

4. The recombination timescale for ion X is


 X
rec ¼

1

n�X Tð Þ � 5 ; 104 n

0:02 cm�3

� ��1

yr; ðA4Þ

where n is the number density of atoms and �X is the recombination coefficient (taking only the radiative term for Mg ii).

The photoionization and recombination timescales are the shortest in the problem. The cloud and halo dynamical timescales
(approximated by the sound crossing time) are probably longer than the quasar lifetime, 
q; hence, while the ionization structure of
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the clouds can vary rapidly (see below), the structure of the halo and embedded clouds remains approximately constant during the
quasar lifetime. We note, however, that the sound crossing timescale for the smallest clouds in our model could be as short as�107 yr if
their temperature rises to high values once the quasar activates.We choose to ignore this complication here since (a) the quasar lifetime is
poorly known and (b) the evaporation timescale is a few times the sound crossing timescale (e.g., Bertoldi 1989). Also, due to the spectrum
of the cloud’s size distribution, the evaporation of the smallest clouds will make little difference to our final conclusions.

In addition to the above analytic approximations, we have numerically computed several time-dependent photoionization and thermal
models. This is necessary to quantify just how important the effects of the varying quasar flux are compared to time-independent cal-
culations and to see which ions are affected most. The algorithm used for these calculations is fully described in Gnat & Sternberg (2007).

At the beginning of the calculation we assume that the cloud is exposed to the metagalactic field and is in ionization and thermal
equilibrium. We then turn on a quasar and assume a step function description for its light curve, i.e., the quasar is off for t < 0 and on at
t � 0. The quasar is assumed to maintain a constant flux level to t ! 1. The calculations are carried out under isochoric conditions, as
appropriate given the above considerations.

The thermal calculations are shown in Figure 13 for the case of L46 ¼ 1 and demonstrate the limitations of the assumption of photo-
ionization and thermal equilibrium. The gas heats up very quickly near the quasar where the ionizing flux is high and less so on larger
scales. Typically, the gas within the inner 50 kpc heats up to �2 ; 104 K over a period of �104 yr (eqs. [A3] and [A4]). Further heating
occurs on somewhat longer timescales that can be comparable to the quasar lifetime. Unless one happens to intercept young quasars, the
inner 50 kpc region of the halo would be heated toP105 K over the quasar lifetime. We conclude that, for moderate-luminosity quasars,
the gas in the central regions of the halos can be efficiently heated toP105 K. Nevertheless, further heating is delayed and may take longer
than the quasar duty cycle or other relevant dynamical timescales of the problem. Assuming that 
q is similar for all quasars, higher
temperatures can be reached in the inner regions of the halos of bright quasars since the ionization timescale is shorter and the flux higher.

We have also calculated the time-dependent ionization structure of the halo and trace several of the ionization levels in Figure 13. As
shown, all the low-ionization stages usually probed by absorption-line studies quickly attain negligible abundances and are not likely to
be observed unless the quasar brightened over short timescales. For example, Mg ii and H iwould be immediately ionized and the gas is
quickly heated. Time-dependent ionization deviations from a steady state solution can be important, but mainly for the high ionization
levels, whose absorption lines would appear in the X-ray region of the quasar spectrum.

The above analysis suggests that it may be possible to treat the halos of quasars as having the same structure as galaxy halos since little
structural changes are likely to occur over the quasar lifetime by radiation effects alone. We note that this may not be the case if quasar
activity is a recurring phenomenon or if they have additional means of affecting their environment (via jets, winds, etc.). To conclude, for
the purpose of this work, steady state photoionization calculations can be adequately used to describe the ionization and thermal state
of the halo gas at all times.
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